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The PHN Scholar Impact Survey

Please complete the survey below.

Thank you!

Code __________________________________

First, we'd like to hear what you think about the process used to select applicants for the PHN
Scholar award

1. Which of the following describes your role in the PHN Center PI for a funded scholar
PHN Scholar program? (select all that apply) PHN Center PI for an unfunded scholar

Project mentor

2. Overall, how would you rate the process used to Poor
review and select applicants for the PHN Scholar Fair
award? Good

Excellent

3. How clear were the criteria the review committee Not clear
used to evaluate applicants? Somewhat clear

Very clear

4. How fair was the selection process? Not fair
Somewhat fair
Very fair

4a. What was unfair about the process?
 
__________________________________________

5.  How qualified were the review committee members Not qualified
to evaluate PHN scholar applicants? Somewhat qualified

Very qualified

5a. How helpful would it be to include more senior Not helpful
level faculty on the review committee? Somewhat helpful

Very helpful

6. What could be done to improve the selection
process?  

__________________________________________

Next, we'd like to know about your views of the goals of the PHN Scholar program and how
well it achieved them.

7.  How clear were the goals of the program made to Not clear
you? Somewhat clear

Completely clear

8. Overall, to what extent did the program achieve Not at all
its goals? Somewhat

Completely
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9. To what extent has the scholar program benefited each of the following groups?

Not at all Somewhat Very much
a. The scholars
b. The mentors
c. The center PIs
d. The centers as a whole
e. The PHN network

 

10.  If you have any suggestions for how to make the
scholarship program more beneficial for the centers  
as a whole, please share them here: __________________________________________

11.  Would you be in favor of offering fewer No
scholarships in order to increase the amount of Yes
funding provided to each scholar?

12. Would you recommend the PHN Scholar program to No
other early career investigators? Yes

Not sure

We're also interested in your impressions of the mentorship process.

13.  How clear were your responsibilities in the Not clear
scholar mentoring process? Somewhat clear

Completely clear

14. To what extent were you involved in mentoring the Not at all
PHN scholars? Somewhat

Very

15.  What do you think could be done to improve the
quality of the mentorship provided to the scholars?  
Your ideas will help us improve the program. __________________________________________

16.  One idea that's been proposed is to incorporate Not beneficial
more formal processes for providing feedback to the Somewhat beneficial
scholars on their work, such as breakout sessions at Very beneficial
the PHN meeting.  How beneficial do you think adding
this type of formal feedback process would be?

17.  What barriers would there be to extending
mentorship across multiple centers?  

__________________________________________

18.  Would you be in favor of the development of No
multi-center applications (i.e. with more than one Yes
scholar as PI) in the future?

19.  If you have any other thoughts, suggestions, or
comments about how to improve the PHN Scholar  
program, please feel free to share them here: __________________________________________
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Thank you. We really appreciate your completion of the survey, and value your input into helping to ensure the PHN
Scholars Program's continuing success.
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